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TUNIS: Tunisia said Sunday it is seeking the extradition of deposed president
Zine El-Abidine Ben Ali’s brother-in-law, who has been arrested in France and
is wanted at home for alleged fraud.
The justice ministry, in a statement received by AFP, said it had learned
from the Interpol office in Tunis that Belhassen Trabelsi was arrested on
Thursday in France.
It said he was facing 17 arrest warrants in Tunisia and 43 international
warrants.
There was no official confirmation in France of Trabelsi’s arrest.
But a source close to the investigation said he had been detained in the
south of the country earlier this week in connection with alleged financial
wrongdoing. There were no further details.
The millionaire businessman and brother of Ben Ali’s wife Leila Trabelsi left
Tunisia in January 2011 when the Arab Spring uprising forced the veteran
leader to flee to Saudi Arabia.
Trabelsi and his family flew in a private jet to Montreal where he requested
political asylum but Canada turned down his appeal in 2015, and a year later
as it prepared to deport him he vanished.
He is wanted in Tunisia where he is thought to have headed a clan that
embezzled government funds.
A leaked June 2008 US diplomatic cable concluded that Trabelsi was “the most
notorious (Ben Ali) family member and is rumored to have been involved in a
wide-range of corrupt schemes.”
Trabelsi — whose holdings included an airline and hotels — has denied the
allegations against him, saying he accumulated his wealth from being a
successful entrepreneur.
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JERUSALEM: An Israeli court on Sunday ordered the temporary closure of a side
building at a highly sensitive Jerusalem holy site that has been the source
of tensions in recent weeks.

The Jerusalem magistrates court said the building known as the Golden Gate at
the Al-Aqsa mosque compound, known to Jews as the Temple Mount, should be
closed while the case continues.

The site’s administrator, the Waqf religious organization, was given 60 days
to respond to the court case involving the building.
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Israeli police have called for the building to be closed.

There are believed to be discussions ongoing between Israel and Jordan, the
custodian of the holy site, over the status of the building.

There have in recent weeks been scuffles between worshippers and Israeli
police at the site in Israeli-annexed east Jerusalem over the use of the side
building.

Palestinian worshippers have been entering the site despite an Israeli order
that it should stay closed.

Israel shut access to the Golden Gate in 2003 during the second Palestinian
intifada over alleged militant activity there.

Palestinian officials argue that the organization that prompted the ban no
longer exists and there is no reason for it to remain closed.

The larger compound is the third-holiest site in Islam and a focus of
Palestinian aspirations for statehood.

It is also the location of Judaism’s most sacred spot, revered as the site of
the two biblical-era Jewish temples.

Jews are allowed to visit but cannot pray there and it is a frequent scene of
tension.
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SANAA: Yemen’s Houthi militia warned on Saturday they could launch attacks
against the capitals of Saudi Arabia and the UAE.
The threat came as the United Nations was trying to salvage a truce deal in
Yemen, seen as crucial to diplomatic efforts to end the country’s four-year
war.
The Iran-backed Houthis have targeted Saudi border towns and Riyadh with
ballistic missiles.
“We have aerial photographs and coordinates of dozens of headquarters,
facilities and military bases of the enemy,” militant military spokesman
Yahya Saree said in comments carried by the group’s Al-Masirah channel.
“The legitimate targets of our forces extend to the capital of Saudi Arabia
and to the emirate of Abu Dhabi,” he said.
“We have manufactured advanced generations of attack aircraft, and new
systems will soon be functional.”
The militants triggered the conflict when they seized the capital Sanaa in
2014 and attempted to occupy large parts of the country. An Arab Coalition
intervened in support of the internationally recognized government in March
2015.
On Wednesday the UN Security Council met to discuss the stalled truce deal
that had been agreed in Sweden in December between the Yemeni government and
the Houthis.
The deal – which called for a cease-fire, rebel pullback and mutual
redeployment from Hodeidah, Yemen’s main Red Sea port controlled by the
militants — offered the best hope in years of moving toward an end to the
conflict.
While the fighting in Hodeida has eased, redeployment efforts have stalled in
recent weeks.
UN envoy Martin Griffiths told the Security Council on Wednesday he was still
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working to make the redeployment a “reality.”
The World Health Organization estimates nearly 10,000 people have been killed
in Yemen since 2015.

*With AFP
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ERBIL: The Iraqi government has started exhuming a mass grave left behind by
Daesh in the northwestern Sinjar region in the presence of Nobel Peace Prize
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laureate Nadia Murad, whose slain relatives are believed to have been buried
in the area.
The exhumation, which is being carried out with UN support, began Friday in
the village of Kocho. Murad’s official website said it marks the first
exhumation of a mass grave containing the remains of Yazidis, a religious
minority targeted for extermination by the extremists.
Daesh militants rampaged across Sinjar in 2014, killing Yazidi men and
abducting thousands of women and children. Many followers of the minority
faith are still missing, after women were forced into sexual slavery and boys
were indoctrinated in extremist ideology.
“I pay my condolence to the Yazidis and the whole humanity. There is not a
single Yazidi family that didn’t taste the bitterness of this extermination,”
said Murad. “They all lost their loved ones, their properties and their
dreams, and especially in this village,” she said.
Murad was one of an estimated 3,000 Yazidi women and girls who were kidnapped
and sold into sexual slavery. She was raped, beaten and tortured before she
managed to escape after three months in captivity.
Over 70 mass graves have been discovered in Sinjar since it was liberated
from Daesh in November 2015.
In November, UN investigators said they have verified the location of more
than 200 mass grave sites from the time of Daesh rule in northern Iraq,
containing the bodies of between 6,000 and 12,000 victims.
Nada Selo, an activist from Kocho, lamented the slow pace of efforts to
identify and recover victims.
“Negligence has been going on for four years and until now. The people were
hoping during all this time to see their relatives alive. So honestly, this
is a huge disappointment for us as Yazidis, and it is a real tragedy,” she
said.
A statement issued earlier this week by Murad, global Yazidi NGO Yazda and
their joint legal counsel Amal Clooney welcomed the process in Kocho. They
expressed hope it would be part of a “comprehensive effort which will result
in the exhumation of all Daesh mass graves in Sinjar and beyond, the return
of victims’ remains to their families and the investigation of the relevant
crimes, leading to the prosecution of the responsible Daesh militants.”
Daesh is on the verge of losing the last area it controls in Syria as US-
backed fighters squeeze the extremists in the village of Baghouz near the
Iraqi border. Over the past months a number of Yazidi women and children have
been freed in eastern Syria.
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ISTANBUL: Two Turkish soldiers were killed and eight others were wounded on
Saturday in a clash during operations into northern Iraq, Turkey’s defense
ministry said.
Six militants, including a woman, were “neutralized” during the operations,
the ministry said in a statement. The Turkish army uses the term neutralize
when it has killed, captured or wounded combatants
Turkey regularly carries out air strikes on PKK bases in northern Iraq, as
President Tayyip Erdogan pursues his aim of ending the militant group’s
presence near Turkey’s borders.
The PKK, considered a terrorist organization by the United States, the
European Union and Turkey, has waged a three-decade insurgency in Turkey’s
largely Kurdish southeast that has killed about 40,000 people.
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